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Models of Dark Matter (DM) can leave unique imprints on the Universe’s small scale
structure by boosting density perturbations on small scales. We study the capability of
Pulsar Timing Arrays to search for, and constrain, subhalos from such models. The models
of DM we consider are ordinary adiabatic perturbations in ΛCDM, QCD axion miniclusters,
models with early matter domination, and vector DM produced during inflation. We show
that ΛCDM, largely due to tidal stripping effects in the Milky Way, is out of reach for
PTAs (as well as every other probe proposed to detect DM small scale structure). Axion
miniclusters may be within reach, although this depends crucially on whether the axion relic
density is dominated by the misalignment or string contribution. Models where there is
matter domination with a reheat temperature below 1 GeV may be observed with future
PTAs. Lastly, vector DM produced during inflation can be detected if it is lighter than
10−16 GeV. We also make publicly available a Python Monte Carlo tool for generating the
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Dark Matter (DM) is one of the pillars of the standard cosmological model. Perturbations in the
DM density field generated by inflation provide the seeds for the hierarchical structure formation we
observe in the Universe. On large scales the matter power spectrum of these primordial perturbations
can be inferred from the anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background (CMB). These observations
indicate a nearly scale-invariant spectrum of primordial fluctuations, which is compatible with the
large scale structures we observe on galactic and extra-galactic scales.
However on smaller length scales, k & pc−1, different theories of DM leave unique fingerprints
on the primordial perturbations and/or their evolution. Here we focus on four theories which pro-
duce different small scale structures, avoid current experimental bounds, and are theoretically well
motivated:
• ΛCDM: A nearly scale invariant spectrum of adiabatic perturbations is produced at the end of
infaltion [1, 2].
• Post-inflationary QCD axion: The U(1)PQ symmetry is broken after inflation. The decay
of axion field defects at the QCD phase transition then induces large amplitude isocurvature
fluctuations on scales smaller than the horizon at the QCD epoch [3, 4].
• Early Matter Domination: Adiabatic perturbations which are within the horizon during an
early stage of matter domination grow linearly instead of logarithmically, enhancing the amount
structure on these scales [5, 6].
• Vector DM Produced During Inflation: If the DM is a massive spin-1 particle, the longi-
tudinal modes produced at the end of inflation can peak the power spectrum at small scales,
with the location of the peak determined by the DM mass [7].
These model specific features in the primordial seeds, and their evolution, translate to different pre-
dictions for the amount, and properties, of sub-galactic DM halos (subhalos). Therefore measuring
this population of subhalos can be a powerful tool in pinning down the model of DM.
Unfortunately DM subhalos are elusive objects, mostly because they are expected to contain very
little baryonic matter and are therefore nearly invisible (assuming a weak indirect detection signal).
Because of this, gravitational probes are the natural candidate to look for them. Many such probes
have been proposed (e.g. Refs. [8–11]), however their discovery potential depends on the subhalo
mass and density profile (usually parameterized with a concentration parameter). At small masses
(M . 10−2M), where these probes lose sensitivity, Pulsar Timing Arrays (PTAs) may be powerful
and complementary probes [12–17]. The ability to test extremely light (M & 10−13) subhalos with
low concentration parameters (c & 10) makes PTA searches particularly interesting.
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The signals DM subhalos can induce in a PTA measurement of the pulsar phase have been studied
in depth [16, 17]. Each subhalo induces a shift to the residual phase measurement which can be
non-degenerate with the timing model. Previous works [16, 17] have used analytic approximations
of the signal, denoted as static, dynamic, and stochastic limits. These correspond to three different
limits where the timescale, τ , for a typical subhalo to transit the line-of-sight is much greater than
the observing time T (τ  T , static), is much less than the observing time (τ  T ), but the signal
is dominated by a single transiting subhalo (dynamic) or many transiting subhalos (stochastic). Here
we will limit these simplifications by generating the full time series produced by a population of DM
halos by using a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. One goal of this paper is to develop this numeric tool,
which we make publicly available on GitHub .
The second goal of this work is to use this MC to generate the PTA signal that would be produced
by the subhalo populations predicted by the four DM models listed above. To obtain an estimate of
the local population of DM subhalos, one needs to know how primordial perturbations evolve from the
early Universe until today. This is a complex problem, especially at the sub-galactic scales relevant
for PTA searches where non-linearities and tidal effects play a crucial role. The Press-Schechter
formalism [18] is known to give a reasonably good analytic description of the non-linear physics related
to the clustering of DM overdensities (at least for the case of ΛCDM, where a direct comparison with
numerical simulations is possible). We then use this model, together with semi-analytic description of
tidal effects, to relate the primordial power of primordial perturbations to the local population of DM
subhalos. We should caution that a number of the methods we are using have not be tested against
N -body simulations for such low mass and high density subhalos. We leave for future work validating
and calibrating the analytic results for small scale DM subhalos.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II we review the derivation of the PTA signal
induced by a population of DM subhalos, along with the signal-to-noise ratio, and discuss the MC
algorithm used to compute it. In Section III we illustrate the semi-analytic procedure used to relate
the primordial power of density perturbation to the local subhalo population. In Section IV we apply
these results to the benchmark scenarios discussed above, and derive constraints for planned [19], and
future PTAs. Finally, in Section V we conclude.
II. DARK MATTER SUBHALO SIGNATURES IN PULSAR TIMING ARRAYS
We begin with a discussion of the signal induced in PTAs by DM subhalos, how we generate
this signal with the Monte Carlo, and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of such a signal. Many of
the formulae presented here were previously derived in Refs. [16, 17] and we review them here for
completeness. Previously both the Doppler effect (acceleration induced by a DM subhalo of either the
Earth or a pulsar (called the Earth or pulsar terms, respectively)), and Shapiro effect (a change in the
light arrival time due to the DM subhalo gravitational potential) were considered. Here we will only
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consider signals from the Doppler effect, which is dominant over the Shapiro effect for subhalos with
mass below M . 10−3M for any concentration parameter (see Ref. [17]).
A. Phase Shifts from Dark Matter Subhalos
Pulsars are rotating, highly magnetized neutron stars that emit beams of electromagnetic radiation
from their magnetic poles. Given a misalignment between the rotation and magnetic axes, the pulsar
rotation can cause the radiation beam to sweep across Earth. If this happens, a pulsar will appear
to an Earth observer as a periodic emitter. When a DM subhalo approaches either the Earth, or a
pulsar, in the array it will cause an acceleration and therefore change the observed pulsar frequency,
ν. This frequency shift, δν, for a subhalo passing with position r = r0 + vt, where r0 is the initial
position and v is the velocity, is given by
δν (t; r0,v) = ν d̂ ·
∫ t
0
∇Φ(r(t′)) dt′ , (1)
where Φ is the subhalo gravitational potential. The coordinate system for the Earth (pulsar) term is
chosen with the Earth (pulsar) at the origin, with d̂ pointing from the Earth to the pulsar (pulsar to
Earth). We also parameterize the position vector as r(t) = b + v(t − t), where b = r0 + vt is the
impact parameter, and t = −r0 · v/v2 is the time to reach the point of closest approach. The phase




δν(t′) dt′ . (2)
For spherically symmetric halos, the gradient of gravitational potential appearing in Eq. (1) can be
written in terms of a form factor F(s, c) as
∇Φ(r,M) = GM
r3
F(r/rv, c) r, (3)
where M is the virial mass defined as the subhalo mass contained inside the virial radius rv, the
radius within which the mean halo density is 200 times the critical density of the Universe, ρc. In the
following we will assume that DM subhalos have an NFW density profile
ρ(r) =
4ρs
(r/rs) (1 + r/rs)
2 , (4)
where rs is the scale radius, and ρs ≡ ρ(rs). For NFW subhalos the form factor is
F(s, c) = ln(1 + c s)− c s/(1 + c s)
ln(1 + c)− c/(1 + c) , (5)




3 (ln(1 + c)− c/(1 + c)) . (6)
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We see that for very compact halos, c → ∞, the form factor reduces to one and subhalos behave as
point-like object. We will refer to this as the ‘PBH’ limit since when F → 1 the gravitational potential
reduces to that of a primordial black hole (PBH).






1 + x2 b̂− sinh−1(x) v̂
)
, (7)
where x = (t− t)/τ is a normalized time variable, and τ = b/v.
For an F given by Eq. (5), δφ can be challenging to compute analytically due to the discontinous
derivatve in F at s = 1 which can be important if the subhalo passes from s > 1 to s < 1. In principle,
one could perform the integrations numerically, though this becomes intensive with a large number
of subhalos. We instead use a conservative estimate of the signal size by substituting F(r/rv, c) with
F∗(c) ≡ F(rmin/rv, c), where rmin is the distance of closest approach over the observation time. This
approximation changes the amplitude by O(10%) for c ∼ 100 but quickly shrinks to O(1%) for c ∼ 104.
Using this conservative estimate the phase shift for an NFW subhalo is simply





1 + x2 b̂− sinh−1(x) v̂
)
. (8)
This effect is now easily generalized to a PTA with NP pulsars, each of which is influenced by N








where the sum runs over all of the DM subhalos affecting the Ith pulsar.
As discussed in detail in Ref. [17], the phase shift itself is not directly observable. This is because
the shift induced by transiting DM subhalos can be partially degenerate with the phase shift induced
by the ‘natural’ evolution of the pulsar frequency, described by the timing model




where φ0, ν, ν̇ are the phase offset, pulsar frequency, and its first time derivative. In general, if a DM
signal is present, each pulsar measures a total residual phase shift, sI , given by the sum of signal, hI ,
and noise, nI :
sI(t) ≡ hI(t) + nI(t) . (11)
The DM signal, hI , is defined as the part of the phase shift, ∆φI , that is not absorbed by the pulsar
timing model,
hI(t) ≡ ∆φI(t)−∆φI,fit(t), (12)
1 Indefinite integrals were used in deriving Eq. (7) from Eq. (1). This will not affect any observable since any dependence
on reference times will be removed in the fit to the residual phase shift.
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FIG. 1: Sample signal shapes of the static (left column), dynamic (middle column) and stochastic
(right column) signals from DM subhalos with c = 100, 103, 104 and the Primordial Black Hole limit
c→∞. The top row shows the unsubtracted signal shapes, computed from Eqs. (8) and (9), while
the bottom row shows the subtracted signal shapes after the terms degenerate with the timing model
have been removed. The first two columns show the phase shift δφ(t), Eq. (8), from a single
transiting subhalo and the last is the signal shape from multiple transiting subhalos, ∆φ, in Eq. (9).
The signal shapes are taken from a realization of the Monte Carlo. The mass of the subhalos are
10−2 M, 10−11 M and 10−14 M for the static, dynamic and stochastic signals respectively. Only















2n+ 1Pn(2t/T − 1), Pn the nth Legendre polynomials, and φ(t) given by Eq. (10).
Similarly, the post-fit residual noise, nI(t), is given by the intrinsic pulsar phase evolution that is not
reabsorbed by the timing model.
Sample unsubtracted and subtracted signal shapes (i.e. before and after fitting for φ0, ν, and
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ν̇) are shown in Fig. 1. The left and middle columns show the signal shapes from a single subhalo.
Depending on the timescale of the interaction, τ , we classify the signals as either “static” (τ  T , left
column) or “dynamic” (τ  T , right column). Both limits allow for simplifications of Eq. (8). In the
static limit δφ can be Taylor expanded in t/τ . The total δφ, in the top row, then looks nearly linear,
while the measurable subtracted signal, the bottom row, is ∝ f3(t), defined below Eq. (13), due to the
timing model fit of φ0, ν and ν̇. A dynamic signal, on the other hand, has a more characteristic signal
shape. Expanding the term ∝ b · d in Eq. (8) for small τ leads to δφ ∝ |t − t0|, which explains the
kink in the upper middle panel in Fig. 1. This parameterization can be simplified further, since the
terms ∝ t will be subtracted, to δφ(t) ∼ (t− t)Θ(t− t), and therefore the signal can be parameterized
in terms of two variables: an amplitude and t. Lastly, the stochastic signal in the right column is the
sum of a large number of individual subhalos with τ . T and we see that the signal has no simple
parameterization.
B. Constructing the SNR
With the signal defined, we now discuss the signal significance relative to noise, or SNR. As done
in Refs. [16, 17] we will use a matched filter procedure [20–22]. As discussed previously, each pulsar
in the PTA measures the residual phase shift, sI , given in Eq. (11) which is the sum of signal, hI ,
and noise, nI . Naively one would expect that the signal is only significant if |hI | > |nI |. However
if we know the form of the signal, we can filter the noise and boost the significance. The optimal
scenario for this filtering procedure is the one where the shape of the signal is known a priori, or
can be parameterized by a computationally searchable space of parameters. In this case the best test
statistic is T ≡∑I ∫ dt sI(t)QoptI (t), where the signal of each pulsar is convolved with its own optimal
filter, Q̃optI = h̃I/ÑI , where ∼ denotes the Fourier transform and ÑI is the noise power spectrum of






where trms is the root mean square residual timing noise, and ∆t is the time between measurements
(the cadence). However to know, or find through a Markov Chain Monte Carlo, the optimal filter for
all the pulsars in the array is not always possible. We discuss alternatives for both the pulsar and
Earth terms.
We start by discussing the pulsar term. For a generic pulsar in the array, many transiting events
contribute to the signal sI(t). This makes unfeasible to look for the optimal filter of a generic pulsar,
given the large number of parameters needed to describe the signal shape. However, we expect
the largest signal in the array to be dominated by a single halo transiting very close to the pulsar.
Therefore, the largest signal is expected to have the simple parametrization discussed below Eq. (13),
which makes the search for its optimal filter feasible. We therefore define the Pulsar SNR, SNRP , to
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Concretely, to place a constraint on a model we would generate an array of filters with different values
of the parameters in the signal model (e.g. an amplitude for the static signal, and an amplitude plus
epoch, t, for the dynamic signal), use these as the filter Q in Eq. (15), and then place constraints with
the largest SNRP .
2 In practice, we assume we can select a filter which is arbitrarily close to Qopt, and











The statistical significance of a given SNR, for the purposes of limit setting, is discussed in Appendix C.
The hI ’s are generated with the MC which will be discussed in more detail below, as well as in
Appendix A. The resulting constraints for a monochromatic population of subhalos are labeled “Closest
only” in the right panel of Fig. 2, where only the signal from the closest subhalo is kept. To verify
this approximation we also show the constraints obtained by taking hI to be the sum of the signals
from all the subhalos around each pulsar, they are labelled “All.” in the right panel of Fig. 2.
The second signal, labelled “Earth” in the left panel of Fig. 2, originates from a large flux of subhalos
transiting near the Earth. Since the signal is generated by an acceleration of the Earth it will leave
an imprint across the entire array with correlations between pulsars, similar to the correlations in
the stochastic gravitational wave background [24, 25]. This signal is generated stochastically by many
passing subhalos; as such, the optimal filter is not easily reconstructed. One can, however, parameterize
the signal autocorrelator, RIJ(t, t
′) ≡ 〈hI(t)hJ(t′)〉, where 〈〉 denotes an ensemble average. As in





∣∣∣∣∑I 6=J ∫ dfdf ′ SIJ(f, f ′)Q̃∗IJ(f, f ′)∣∣∣∣2∑
I 6=J
∫

















, where R̃IJ = 〈h̃I(f)hJ(f ′)〉. Since the expected filter will not be optimal,
this introduces a mis-filtering effect. In the right panel of Fig. 2 we illustrate the effect that mis-
filtering has on the constraints, lowering them by an O(1) number. We compute this constraint by
2 This is not the only way the analysis could be done. Since the signal shapes are known the best fit signal parameters
could be searched for with an Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), such as Enterprise [23], and then compared to
this distribution predicted by the MC presented here. We plan to explore this in a future work.
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FIG. 2: Limits from PTAs on the dark matter mass fraction f = Ω/ΩDM in subhalos of mass M .
The left panel compares different subhalo concentration parameters, c = 100, 104, 108, and the PBH
limit, c→∞, as well as the different search types, “Earth” and “Pulsar”. The right panel shows
how the constraints change when different assumptions are used when computing the SNR for the
Earth and the Pulsar terms discussed in Sec. II. For the pulsar term we compare the constraints
from keeping only the closest subhalo around each pulsar, labelled “Closest only”, to the constraint
obtained from keeping all of the subhalo contributions, “All”. For the Earth term we compare the
optimal filter to the one generated by the MC to understand the mis-filtering effect. The PTA
parameters used were NP = 200, ∆t = 2 weeks, trms = 50 ns and T = 20 years.
using the MC to generate SIJ(f, f
′) in numerous realizations, taking the ensemble average R̃IJ(f, f ′)
over all the realizations, re-labelling it to QIJ(f, f
′) and computing the SNR of the signal from new
realizations using Eq. (17). We will take the latter, more conservative, limits below.
As discussed in detail in Appendix A, to generate signals for monochromatic halo mass functions,
as shown in Fig. 2, the MC first generates the pulsar positions uniformly on a sphere. Then, for the
Pulsar (Earth) term, around each pulsar (the Earth), subhalo initial positions r0i and velocities vi
are generated and used to compute the signal in Eq. (9). The initial positions are assumed to be
uniformly distributed throughout space with density fixed to be 0.46 GeV/cm3, and the velocities
drawn from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with RMS velocity v0 = 325 km/s. The relevant SNR
is then computed in 1000 realizations and constraints are placed setting the 10th percentile SNR equal
to 4 which, as detailed in Appendix C, correspond to a signal significance of σsignificance ∼ 2.
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III. FROM PRIMORDIAL PERTURBATIONS TO THE LOCAL SUBHALO POPULATION
As we have seen in the previous section, PTAs are a powerful tool to constrain the abundance of
Milky Way (MW) DM subhalos. These sub-galactic structures are seeded by the primordial perturba-
tions on scales much smaller than the ones tested by CMB observables, where DM models can leave
unique fingerprints. In principle, once the power spectrum of primordial perturbations is known the
abundance of these DM subhalos can be derived. In practice, however, this is an intricate problem
where non-linearities, tidal effects, and baryonic feedback play an important role. For the ΛCDM
model we can rely on numerical simulations which have been well-tested with semi-analytic fits. For
other models of DM we need to employ motivated analytic estimates. The goal of this section is to
illustrate the analytic prescription that we will adopt in the rest of this work to compute the subhalo
mass function (sHMF) and concentration parameters.
We start by writing the dimensionless primordial power spectrum for DM density perturbations,
∆2(k), as
∆2(k) = ∆2SI(k) + ∆
2
MD(k) (18)
where ∆2MD(k) is the model dependent contribution to the small scale power, and ∆
2
SI(k) is the scale-
invariant primordial power spectrum for adiabatic perturbations as extracted from CMB measurements







with ns = 0.9665, As = 2.101 × 10−9, and pivot scale k0 = 5 × 10−3 Mpc−1. Following the standard
assumption of linear evolution of the density perturbations, we relate this primordial power spectrum
to its late-time value by means of transfer, T (k), and growth, D(z), functions:








where zeq ' 3.3× 103 is the redshift at matter-radiation equality, and we allow ∆SI and ∆MD to have
different transfer and growth functions.
The first category of models we consider modifies ΛCDM by increasing the amplitude of small-scale
perturbations (i.e. ∆2MD(k) 6= 0). The post-inflationary axion and vector DM models, discussed in
Secs. IV B and IV D respectively, belong to this category. The second category of models preserves the
primordial power of ΛCDM (i.e. ∆2MD(k) = 0) but modifies the growth of small-scale perturbations
in the early Universe, i.e. an enhanced, non-standard T (k). Models featuring an early stage of matter
domination, discussed in Sec. IV C, belong to this category. The net effect of both of these categories is
similar: they enhance the power of matter density fluctuations on small scales, as shown in Fig. 3. We
will discuss these figures in more detail below, but simply note that the models under consideration
feature a large enhancement of density fluctuations at scales well below what is currently measured
with large scale structure surveys.
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Power spectrum at recombination























FIG. 3: Left: dimensionless power spectrum at recombination for ΛCDM (black) compared to the
post inflationary axion models (red for the misalignment dominated scenario, blue for the string
dominated one). Dashed lines indicate regions where, due to lack of numerical or experimental
results, the power spectra has been extrapolated. Right: similar to the left panel, except for the
vector DM (purple), and early matter domination (orange) models replacing the post inflationary
axion. For the early MD model we show the power spectrum obtained with three different choices of
the reheating temperature: TRH = 10 MeV (solid), TRH = 0.1 GeV (dashdot), and TRH = 1 GeV
(dotted). For the vector DM model we fix the inflationary scale at HI = 10
14 GeV and consider three
DM masses: m = 10−15 GeV (solid), m = 10−14 GeV (dashdot), and m = 10−13 GeV (dotted).
A. Halo Mass Function
The first quantity we derive from ∆2(k, z) is the global Halo Mass Function (HMF), a function that
gives the comoving number density of isolated halos in the Universe as a function of mass. Despite
the non-linear nature of the problem, the analytic approach pioneered by Press & Schechter [18] has
been proven to well-approximate numerical N-body simulations (at least for the standard ΛCDM).
In the Press-Schechter (PS) formalism, overdense regions are expected to detach from the Hubble
flow and gravitationally collapse when their average overdensity, δ ≡ δρ/ρ, becomes larger than a
critical value, δc (which in a flat Universe is found to be δc ' 1.686).3 Therefore, for Gaussian



























∆2(k, z)W 2 (k R(M)) , (22)
where W (x) is the window function of choice, and ρm is the background matter density of the universe
today. In the following, unless otherwise specified, we will use a top-hat window function, W (x) =
3x−3(sin(x)− x cos(x)).
The fact that a region of size R(M) is collapsed does not prejudice against being part of a larger
overdensity which has also collapsed. The HMF only counts collapsed objects which are not contained
within larger halos; to obtain the comoving number density of these we differentiate Eq. (21) with

























where we have defined ν(M, z) ≡ δc/σ(M, z).
The PS formalism has been validated against numerical simulations for ΛCDM cosmology [29, 30].
But whether it is still a good approximation for models that, on small scales, differ vastly from ΛCDM
has yet to be studied in detail. We plan to study this question in future work, but for the moment we
limit our discussion to PS predictions and compare them to numerical results available for the case of
axion miniclusters [31]. The results of this comparison, shown in Appendix B, suggest that – at least
for axion miniclusters – PS still provides a good estimate of the HMF. All the following results are
based on this assumption.
B. Subhalo Mass Function
As already mentioned, the target of PTA searches are pulsars within a radius of O(5 kpc) from
our solar system. Because of this, PTAs can only detect signals generated by the local population of
MW DM subhalos, and not from the cosmological population described by the HMF. Unfortunately,
estimating the local subhalo density is a much more complicated problem than deriving the HMF.
Indeed, in the galactic environment these subhalos are exposed to tidal forces that strip part of their
mass, and which may ultimately lead to their complete disruption.
We divide the problem of deriving the subhalo mass function (sHMF), dñ/d logM , in two steps.
First we derive its value at infall: dñ/d logMacc, where Macc is the subhalo mass at the moment of its
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accretion into the MW and before tidal effects may reduce its value. Then, we analytically estimate
the impact of tidal effects and derive the relation between the infall and final subhalo mass
M ≡ fb(Macc)Macc, (25)
where we have implicitly defined the bound fraction, fb(Macc), as the fraction of the infall subhalo














where here and in the following, we adopt a ∼ notation to distinguish between the local sHMF and
the global HMF.
As we will see, the density profile plays a key role in determining the impact of tidal effects.
Subhalos are expected to have a radial density profile which is well described by the usual NFW
profile given in Eq. (4). The characteristic density of the subhalo, Eq. (4), is set by the Universe’s








where Cρ is a free parameter that encodes the growth of the halo density during the virialization
processes, and zcol is the collapse redshift. We fix the value of Cρ by fitting Eq. (27) against N -body
simulations. For ΛCDM halos (for which zcol ' 10) we use the results in [32] and find Cρ ∼ 600, for
axion miniclusters (for which zcol & 103) we use the results of [31] and find Cρ ∼ 9 × 104. In the
following we use a zcol-dependent Cρ which smoothly interpolates between these two values.
Following Ref. [33], we define zcol for a subhalo of final mass M as the redshift at which half of
its final mass is contained in progenitors more massive than εM . Using the extended Press-Schechter








2 [σ2(εM, z)− σ2(M, z)]
, (29)
and the best fit to ΛCDM halos is found for ε = 0.01. In the following we will assume that the
same value of ε provides a good estimate also for different DM models. The typical concentration
parameters, as a function of mass, are shown in the lower panels of Fig. 4, where Eq. (6) was used
to relate ρs to the concentration parameter. As expected, larger amplitude primordial perturbations
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FIG. 4: Illustrative example of the impact of tidal effects on the subhalo mass fraction. Upper:
subhalo mass fraction before (solid) and after (dotted) tidal disruption for standard ΛCDM (red),
and early MD (blue) with reheating temperature TRH = 10 MeV (for more details see Sec. IV C).
Lower: typical concentration parameter as a function of the subhalo mass. Additional power on
small scales leads to an early collapse and therefore a larger concentration parameter for light halos.
1. sHMF at infall
In the PS formalism the probability that a halo of mass M at redshift z will be part of a larger
halo of mass M0 at redshift z0 is given by [34, 35]
























where ρDM is the local DM energy density, M
MW
200 ≈ 1.5× 1012M is the MW virial mass, and zMW is
the MW collapse time, derived from Eq. (28).
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2. Tidal effects
Subhalos in the MW can experience different kinds of tidal forces. Subhalos on nearly circular orbits
are subjected to an almost constant tidal pull from the galactic halo. The effect of this gravitational
pull is to strip away the halo mass contained beyond its tidal radius, rt, defined as the distance from




Macc(r < rt)/MMW(r < r⊕)
3− d lnMMWd lnR |r⊕
]
(32)
where r⊕ is the radius of the Earth’s circular orbit (assumed to be the distance between the solar
system and the center of the galaxy, 8 kpc), MMW(r < r⊕) is the Milky Way mass enclosed within
radius r⊕, and Macc(r < rt) is the accreted mass within rt. For an NFW profile, the enclosed mass
is given by M(r < r∗) = MF(r∗/rv, c), where F is defined in Eq. (5), and M is the total mass.
Assuming that the mass outside the tidal radius is instantaneously stripped away, the halo bound





The treatment of tidal effects performed in this analysis should be seen as a simple order of magnitude
estimate whose main goal is to take into account the large tidal disruption suffered by the standard
ΛCDM halos. To accurately estimate the smaller impact that tidal effects have on high concentration
subhalos a more sophisticated analysis is needed. Specifically, additional processes like subhalo-subhalo
encounters and interactions with MW stars can be the dominant disruption mechanism for high
density subhalos, and need to be considered. A detailed study of these effects would require dedicated
numerical simulation that we leave for future works. However, we do not expect these effects to change
our results drastically, as also suggested by the recent results of Ref. [37].
IV. CONSTRAINTS ON PRIMORDIAL POWER SPECTRA
In this section we use the tools developed to derive the discovery potential of PTAs for four
benchmark DM models. However before discussing model-specific results, we want to give a rough
idea of the constraints that PTAs can place on the DM primordial power spectrum. Assuming this
spectrum is locally scale invariant, it can be shown [40] that
σ2(M, z) ∼ ∆2(1/R(M), z) (34)
4 In reality, tidal stripping happens over several orbits. However, if compared with numerical simulations of ΛCDM
halos, the instantaneous stripping assumption seems to be accurate up to O(1) factors [36].
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FIG. 5: Limits on the dimensionless primordial power of curvature fluctuations. PTA limits (red) are
compared to constraints from a combination of CMB [38] and Ly-α [39] observables, together with
limits on primordial black holes (PBH) (all in blue). The thick dashed line is the Planck best fit,
assuming a constant spectral index, while the thin dashed line is the best fit obtained allowing the
spectral index to have a k dependence.
where, as before, R and M are related by R(M) = (3M/4πρm)
1/3. This implies that there is an
approximate one-to-one correspondence between the power of perturbations on scales 1/R(M) and
the collapse probability, f(M, z), given by (21). Assuming that the population of subhalos is not
drastically altered by their merger history, the fraction of the local DM energy density in subhalos of
a given mass is f(M, z)fb(M), where fb(M) is the bound fraction, Eq. (33), which accounts for tidal
effects that these subhalos experience once accreted into the MW halo. In general these subhalos will
not be isolated objects but will form substructure of larger subhalos, meaning f(M, z = 0) is certainly
an overestimate of the mass fraction of subhalos of mass M . Bearing in mind these assumptions, we
can say that PTA searches will be sensitive to a given amount of primordial power on scales 1/R(M)
when
f(M, z = 0)fb(M) > fmono(M, c) , (35)
where the constraints for a monochromatic population of subhalos, fmono(M, c), are shown in Fig. 2.
Assuming the transfer function is the one predicted by ΛCDM, and r⊕ = 8.2 kpc, the constraints on


































































FIG. 6: Left: sHMF (top panel), and mass fraction per logarithmic interval (center panel) before
(solid) and after (dashed) the inclusion of tidal effects. The lower panel shows the typical subhalo
concentration parameter as a function of their mass. Right: Discovery significance for different
values of the observation time and number of pulsars in the array. The residual timing noise and
observation cadence have being fixed to trms = 10 ns and ∆t = 1 week.
can strongly constrain models that have a small scale power spectrum that is enhanced compared to
ΛCDM. However, standard ΛCDM subhalos, being almost completely disrupted by tidal effects (see
Fig. 4), are a much more challenging target (as discussed in Sec. IV A).
A. ΛCDM
The ΛCDM model is reproduced taking ∆2MD(k) = 0 in Eq. (18), and the standard growth and
transfer functions in Eq. (20). Specifically, we use the BBKS transfer function [41],






1 + 0.284x+ (1.18x)2 + (0.399x)3 + (0.490x)4
]−1/4
, (36)






Here aeq ' 3×10−4 is the scale factor at matter radiation equality, keq ' 0.01 Mpc−1 the largest scale







m − ΩΛ + (1− Ωm/2)(1 + ΩΛ/70)
] , (38)
where Ωm and ΩΛ are the matter and vacuum energy densities, normalized to the critical density, ρc,
respectively.
The sHMF for standard CDM halos has been computed in the mass range (10−5 − 1012)M [32]
but little is known for lighter subhalos. Because of this, we compute the sHMF at infall by using
Eq. (30). As expected, the result is compatible with the numerical simulations, and the sHMF at








Θ(Mmax −Macc)Θ(Macc −Mmin), (39)
with a slope of α = −0.95, truncated at the DM free streaming scale, Mmin, and a host mass Mmax ≈








is derived by requiring that, before tidal disruption takes place, DM subhalos account for all the
local DM energy density. The final sHMF, including tidal effects, is derived following the prescription
described in the previous section; the results of this procedure are shown in the left panels of Fig. 6.
We then use the MC to simulate the PTA signal that this population of DM subhalos would induce
in a PTA. The statistical significance of this signal is shown in the right panel of Fig. 6 for different
values of the observation time and number of pulsars in the array, while the timing residual noise and
cadence have been fixed to trms = 10 ns and ∆t = 1 week. Despite the optimistic PTA parameters, the
strong impact of tidal effects, which almost completely erase the local population of ΛCDM subhalos,
makes the model impossible to test in present and future PTA experiments.
B. Axions with PQ Symmetry Breaking After Inflation
If the PQ symmetry breaks after inflation (fa . HI), the Universe is populated by casually dis-
connected patches each containing different values of the axion field. These patches are separated
by a network of strings and domain walls which evolve through axion radiation until the QCD phase
transition. At this point the PQ symmetry is explicitly broken, the network of topological defects
decays, and the axion starts to oscillate around its minimum. From this point on the axion behaves
as CDM and perturbations in the density field evolve as those of a collisionless fluid.
The evolution of the PQ field down to the QCD phase transition has been studied numerically

































































FIG. 7: Left: sHMF (top panel), and mass fraction per logaritmich interval (center panel) before
(solid) and after (dashed) the inclusion of tidal effects. The lower panel shows the typical subhalo
concentration parameter as a function of their mass. Right: Discovery significance for different
values of the observation time and number of pulsars in the array. The residual timing noise and
observation cadence have being fixed to trms = 10 ns and ∆t = 1 week. The dashed (solid) line shows
the 1σ (5σ) significance contour.
the same time. These two scales are respectively fixed by the mass of the radial mode, mr ≈ fa,
and 1/H ≈ MPl/T 2. At the QCD phase transition the scale separation is log(MPlfa/Λ2QCD) ≈ 70,
which makes numerical progress to evolve from the PQ to QCD phase transition nearly impossible.
Luckily strings are expected to enter a scaling regime, during which their length per Hubble patch
remains constant, soon after the PQ phase transition. Therefore simulations can be stopped for
reasonable values of log(mr/H) and extrapolated to the QCD era. However, the authors of [45] recently
pointed out that large logarithmic corrections to this scaling regime are present, the extrapolation of
which suggests that axions from strings may dominate the axion relic density contrary to what is
assumed in [43, 44]. This would not only change the predicted axion mass but also the spectrum of
its primordial perturbations. In the following we will set constraints assuming that the axion relic
density is dominated by the misalignment contribution, with the possibility of updating the results in
case the conclusion of reference [45] is confirmed.
Given this assumption we use the primordial spectrum for the axion field derived in [43]. Since
isocurvature perturbations are expected to experience a very small logarithmic growth during radiation
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domination, and linearly evolve afterwards, in Eq. (20) we take









while for the transfer and growth function of the scale invariant part of the spectrum (T (k) and D(z))
we use the same conventions described in the previous subsection. The properties of the resulting
local population of DM subhalos are shown in the left panels of Fig. 7.
As before we use the MC to simulate the local population of DM subhalos and derive the induced
PTA signal with the methods discussed in Sec. II, and the results are shown in the right panel of
Fig. 7. For SKA parameters the detection of axion MC appears to be challenging, but more futuristic
PTA experiments should be able to test this model.
Similarly to the axion case, models featuring a cosmological phase transition in the early Universe
can boost the DM power spectrum on small scales [46] and be tested by PTAs. Interestingly, if the
phase transition happens at low enough temperatures (T . 1 GeV), these models are also expected to
generate a background of gravitational waves which could be searched for in PTAs (see for example
[47]). We leave to future works a detailed study of these scenarios.
C. Early matter domination
Models with an early stage of matter domination (MD) are another class of models potentially
testable by PTAs. Here, after the end of inflation, the Universe’s energy density is dominated by a
non-relativistic spectator field. Sub-horizon perturbations of this field then grow linearly with the
scale factor during this early stage of MD. When the spectator field decays and reheats the Universe,
these density fluctuations are inherited by the DM density field. This primordial growth of matter
perturbations can be parametrized in terms of a modified matter transfer function, TMD. Following
[5], we include a period of early MD by modifying the transfer function,







where T (k) is the standard BBKS transfer function, R(k) encodes the modifications induced by the
early matter domination era, and the exponential is given by the free streaming scale, induced by the
finite velocity of the DM when it is produced from the decay of the spectator field. Large scales are
not affected by the early matter domination so R(k < 0.05 kRH) = 1, where kRH is the wave number












with keq ' 0.01 Mpc−1 the largest scale that enters the horizon before matter-radiation equality, TRH





































TRH = 1. GeV
TRH = 0.1 GeV
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FIG. 8: Left: sHMF (top panel), and mass fraction per logarithmic mass interval (center panel)
before (solid) and after (dashed) the inclusion of tidal effects. The lower panel shows the typical
subhalo concentration parameter as a function of subhalo mass. All curves are shown for three
values of the reheating temperature, TRH = 10 MeV, 100 MeV, 1 GeV. Right: Discovery significance
for different values of the reheating temperature and number of pulsars in the PTA. The residual
timing noise, observation cadence, and observation time are 10 ns, 1 week, and 30 yr, respectively.
The dashed (solid) line shows the 1σ (5σ) significance contour.
number of relativistic species at the time of reheating. On small scales, k > 0.05 kRH, early matter
domination enhances the growth of perturbations such that [5],












)f2/f1 0.594√2kkeq ] , (44)
with ahor(k) the scale factor at reheating and horizon crossing, and f1 and f2 related to the baryon
fraction fb ≡ ρb/(ρb + ρdm) by
f1 = 1− 0.568fb + 0.094f2b f2 = 1− 1.156fb + 0.149f2b − 0.074f3b . (45)




(1 + 2.15(log x− 1.52)2)1.38
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where S(y) = [tanh(y/2) + 1]/2. Finally, ignoring DM interactions, the free-streaming scale, kfs,






where vRH is the DM velocity at reheating. In deriving our results we have assumed that 〈vRH〉 = 10−3.
For smaller values of 〈vRH〉 the results shown in Fig. 8 remain almost unchanged. However if the DM
is produced with 〈vRH〉 & 0.06 then kRH & kfs and free streaming erases the small scale perturbations
of the scalar field entirely. In this case PTAs will not be able to set constraints.
The properties of the subhalo population resulting from this modified transfer function are shown
in the left panels of Fig. 8. While the significance of the predicted signal is reported on the right panel
of the same figure. We see that, assuming optimistic PTA parameters, the model can be tested for
TRH . 1 GeV. For higher reheating temperatures typical subhalo masses become too small to induce
a large enough signal and sensitivity is lost.
D. Vector DM
As shown in [7], massive vector bosons can be produced by quantum fluctuations during inflation.










where ΩDM ' 0.265 is the observed DM relic density, m is the mass of the boson, and HI is the
Hubble rate during inflation. In addition to the adiabatic and scale invariant fluctuations inherited
from perturbations in the inflaton field, the inflationary production generates isocurvature fluctuations







Notice that this is not the power spectrum for DM density perturbations; we will discuss shortly how
the two are related. At late times the small-scale power spectrum for the field amplitude has the usual
relation






















































m = 10−19 GeV
m = 10−18 GeV
m = 10−17 GeV































FIG. 9: Left: sHMF (top panel), and mass fraction per logarithmic mass interval (center panel)
before (solid) and after (dashed) the inclusion of tidal effects. The lower panel shows the typical
subhalo concentration parameter as a function of their mass. All curves are shown for three values of
the DM mass, m = 10−17, 10−18, 10−19 GeV. Right: Discovery significance for different values of the
DM mass and number of pulsars in the array. The inflationary scale, HI , has been fixed in order to
reproduce the DM relic density according to Eq. (48). The residual timing noise, observation
cadence, and observation time have being fixed to trms = 10 ns, ∆t = 1 week, and T = 30 yr. The
dashed (solid) line shows the 1σ (5σ) significance contour.
and k∗ = aeq
√
Heqm, with aeq = 3×10−4 and Heq ' 10−29 eV the value of the scale factor and Hubble










A(q, z) dpdq (52)
where 〈A2〉 =
∫
d ln k∆2A(k, z).
In Fig. 9 we show the properties of the subhalo population predicted by this model (left panel), and
the significance of the signal that it would produce (right panel). We see that future PTA experiments
will have a good sensitivity for DM masses below 10−16 GeV.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the detectability in Pulsar Timing Arrays of a variety of well motivated DM
models of substructure including: standard ΛCDM, axion models where the PQ symmetry breaks after
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inflation, early matter domination, and vector DM. Given the low concentration, ΛCDM subhalos are
particularly susceptible to tidal effects which drastically reduces their local abundance. As a result,
we found that ΛCDM will not be testable by present or (near-)future PTAs. The other models, which
feature subhalos with much larger concentration parameters, and hence much lower tidal disruption,
are better candidates for detection. Specifically, we found that models featuring an early stage of
matter domination ending at temperatures lower than 1 GeV will be testable by PTAs with SKA-
like capabilities. Similarly, vector DM candidates produced during inflation with a mass smaller
than 10−16 GeV are within the reach of PTAs with SKA-like parameters. Finally, axions whose PQ
symmetry breaks after inflation (if the production is dominated by misalignment) are out of reach
for an SKA-like experiment, but could be probe by a slightly more optimistic set of experimental
parameters.
To generate the signals we have developed a Python Monte Carlo tool that, given the subhalo mass
function, DM velocity distribution, and concentration parameters, generates a population of subhalos
and computes the acceleration of the Earth, or pulsar, induced, and the resulting shift on the phase
of the pulse time-of-arrival. We make the code publicly available on GitHub .
In future works we plan to improve the present analysis in two ways. First, by performing dedicated
N-body simulations to more precisely describe the impact of tidal effects on high-density subhalos.
Second, by performing a more realistic treatment of the background noise through the NANOGrav
software Enterprise [23].
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Appendix A: Signal Generation Monte Carlo
Our goal is to compute the impact of a population of subhalos on the timing residuals measured
in a PTA. The signal from an individual subhalo, given in Eq. (8), is a function of a few random
variables, specifically: the subhalo mass, M , initial position, r0, and velocity, v. To generate the full
signal all of these variables must be generated for each subhalo. We assume that these probability
distributions are independent and identically distributed (iid). With these assumptions the population
can be generated by drawing random variables from three probability density functions (pdfs):
• fr(r): the subhalo spatial distribution;
• fv(v): the subhalo velocity distribution;
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• fM (M): the subhalo mass distribution (related to the subhalo mass function, dñ/d logM as
described below),
all of which are normalized to 1:
∫
dXfX(X) = 1. Since PTA searches are only sensitive to DM
subhalos in the neighborhood of the solar system, we expect the position distribution to be uniform.
Therefore we take fr = 1/V , where V is the simulation volume. Practically this volume is limited by
the total number of subhalos that can be kept in the simulation. The velocity distribution, fv(v), is
taken to be a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with v0 = 325 km/s, vesc = 600 km/s, and the angular
dependence assumed to be isotropic. The larger value of v0 relative to the standard choice of ∼ 200
km/s is chosen to account for the Earth or pulsar velocity relative to the Galactic rest frame.5 Lastly,









dMdñ/dM . The concentration parameters are then taken from the concentration-mass
relationship, c(M), as discussed in Sec. IV. We also generate the pulsar directions, d̂ in Eq. (8), from
a uniform distribution on the sphere.
Given these pdfs, the Monte Carlo generates a large number (taken to be 1000 in our results) of
different universe realizations and in each computes the total phase shift, Eq. (9), due to subhalos
surrounding the Earth or pulsar. The total phase shift is computed on a uniform grid of time points
with spacing equal to the cadence, ∆t, and total number of points equal to T/∆t. The residual signal
in each pulsar, hI , is then computed by finding the best fit to the parameters φ
0, ν, and ν̇ in the timing
model of Eq. (10) and subtracting the best fit timing model from the total phase shift. These hI ’s
are then used to compute the SNRs discussed in Sec. II for each realization. To draw constraints we
take the 10th percentile SNR across universes. The statistical significance of a given SNR is discussed
below in App. C.
The results derived here are more complete and subsume the previous works [16, 17]. To illustrate
the differences with the previous results, in Fig. 10 we compare the constraints on the fraction of
DM in PBHs, f = ΩPBH/ΩDM . The curves labelled “DopDet-P” in the left panel and “DopStoch”
in the right panel are taken from [17], which are analogous to the “pulsar term” and “Earth term”
analysis presented in this work. The main difference between the more recent work, Ref. [17], and
this analysis is how the signal is calculated. Previously the signal hI(t) and its autocorrelator were
computed using analytic approximations, and the constraints were cut off when these were no longer
good expressions. Here we explicitly generate the residual signal hI which avoids the need of analytic
simplifications. More specifically, for the “DopDet-P” curve in [17] the signal δφ(t) was approximated
by the leading order term in the power series in the small (dynamic) and large (static) τ/T limits.
5 This also introduces an anisotropy in the velocity distribution which creates spurious finite volume effects in the
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FIG. 10: Comparison of the PBH constraints between this work and [17]. The left panel compares
the pulsar term results while the right panel compares the Earth term results. The meanings of the
labels are described in the main text. The pulsar parameters used here are Np = 200, ∆t = 2 weeks,
trms = 50 ns and T = 20 years. The SNR thresholds are set to SNR = 4 for the pulsar term and
SNR = 2 for the earth term for consistency with [17].
By contrast, this work does not use the aforementioned approximations. This allows the constraint
to smoothly interpolate between the two regimes and asymptote to the “DopDet-P” curves in both
limits. Similarly, the “DopStoch” curve was obtained using an approximate form of the correlation
function R(t, t′), which was derived analytically from the step function approximation of δφ(t). As
shown in Fig. 10, the constraint has a non-negligible deviation from this work, which is an indication
that the approximations used in [17] is overly optimistic near the peak of the constraint. For an
explicit comparison we ran the MC using the same approximate form of δφ(t) in [17], keeping only
subhalos with impact parameter satisfying b < v̄T . The resulting constraints are labelled “Step” in
the right hand panel of Fig. 10 and we see good agreement with the result in [17].
Appendix B: Comparison between analytic and numerical HMF
In this appendix we compare the numerically derived HMF for axion models where the PQ sym-
metry is broken after inflation [31], against some commonly used analytic prescriptions. Specifically,
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FIG. 11: Comparison between the HMF predicted by PS (blue) and the results of the numerical
simulations (green) at four different redshifts. For comparison we also show the predictions of
another analytical prescription (red) developed by Sheth & Tormen.
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Sheth-Tormen [48] formalisms. The first one has been described in the main text, for convenience of








































where the choice of parameters A = 0.3222, a = 707, and p = 0.3 has been showed to best reproduce
the numerical results (at least for the the case of ΛCDM).
The results of the comparison, at four different redshifts, are shown in Fig. 11. The agreement
between numerical and analytic results is quite good, with the exception of the high mass regime
where simulations start to lose sensitivity.
Appendix C: SNR statistical significance
In this section we discuss the statistical significance associated with a given observed value of the
SNR, more specifically, we derive its p-value (i.e the probability that an SNR at least as large as the
one observed is generated in presence of noise only).






∣∣∣∣∫ dt n(t)∣∣∣∣ . (C1)
where we have drop the expectation value in the numerator because we want to study the full statistical
distribution of the SNR, and ignored the filter functions for simplicity. Assuming that the noise is
Gaussian, it is evident from the previous equation that the SNR in absence of a signal is distributed
as the absolute value of a Gaussian variable with zero mean and unit standard deviation. From this
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which, by construction, is a Gaussian variable with zero mean and unit standard deviation. In terms
of ρ, Eq. (C3) can be rewritten as
SNR =
NP√
2NP (NP − 1)
ρ2 , (C5)
from which conclude that, in absence of signal, the Earth SNR follows a rescaled χ-squared distribution.
Therefore, the p-value for the Earth term is given by
p(SNR) = 1− P (1/2,
√
2NP (NP − 1)
NP
SNR) (C6)
where P (s, t) is the regularized gamma function.
Finally, when showing our final results in the main text, we express p-values in terms of standard
deviations by using the relation
σsignificance(p) =
√
2erf−1(1− 2p) . (C7)
As an example, an SNR = 4 corresponds (both for the pulsar and Earth term) to a p-value of p ∼ 0.01,
and a signal significance of σsignificance ∼ 2.
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